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In a Galois extension of odd prime degree K/Q we get a Galois module A on 
which the trace form is unimodular by considering the square root of the inverse 
different g&. Let G=Gal(K/Q). I show that there is an equivariant isometry 
between A and the group ring ZG both equipped with their respective trace 
forms. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let throughout K/Q denote a cyclic extension of odd prime degree I and 
let G g C, be its Galois group. There is a unique fractional ideal A such 
that its square is the inverse different [ 1, V.4.11 
A is stable under the action of G, i.e., it is an ambiguous ideal. 
The bilinear trace form of K/Q, Tr = Tr,, , defines on A the structure of 
a ZG-equivariant form: VgE G, Tr(gx, gy) = Tr(x, JJ) := Tr(xy) E H; 
moreover (1) implies that (A, Tr) is unimodular. 
Consider next the group algebra QG, which also comes equipped with a 
form T defined by T(x, y) = prj(xj), where for ge G, g = g-’ and 
prlE a(g) g) = 41). 
It is known that there is an equivariant isometry (K, Tr) N (QG, T) (see 
[l, V.3.31). My aim is to prove in Section 2 that A with the form induced 
by the trace is ZG-isometric to ZG with the form T. This will answer a 
question raised by P.E. Conner and R. Perlis in [ 1, V.4.31. It is interesting 
to compare my result with the results on the structure of the ring of 
integers Co,. First by Hermite’s theorem [3, V.41 we know (OK, Tr) can 
never be unimodular and second OK is free over ZG if and only if 1 does not 
ramify in K/Q (see, e.g., [4]), whereas A is always free. 
The only systematic study of the Galois module structure of ambiguous 
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ideals-of which I am aware of-has been carried out by S. Ullom in 
[9-111. I make essential use of his results in my proofs. 
In Section 1 I will give a new proof of the fact that A is ZG-projective, as 
a consequence of a theorem on ZG-equivariant forms by J. Morales [6]; 
then it will follow from [9, Theorem l] that A is EG-free. 
On the other hand, as in [lo] one can reduce the problem to that of 
finding explicit module bases for ideals in cyclotomic extensions. The bases 
so obtained turn out to be orthonormal with respect to the trace form. See 
Section 2. 
It should be noted that, if G is more complicated (e.g., G z C1z)? one 
needs additional restrictions on the extensions (see [ 10, 2.71). I will come 
back to this problem in a paper in preparation. 
For definitions and background I refer the reader to [ 1, Chaps. IV and 
v; lo]. 
1 
Keep the notations introduced above; let further o be a primitive lth 
root of unity and denote by MC the fixed points in the G-module 1M. 
The purpose of this section is to give a first proof of: 
THEOREM 1. The ambiguous ideal A has a normal basis, i.e., A is free 
over ZG. 
The ingredients of the proof are the following: (a) a theorem by 
J. Morales on equivariant bilinear forms (see Proposition l.a), (b) the 
classification of ZC,-modules, (c) Rim’s theorem and an expression for the 
class of A/AG as a module over Z[o], the ring of integers in the cyclotomic 
field Q(w), and (d) the decomposition of Jacobi sums which will show 
A/AG is principal. 
(a) Suppose for the moment G is any finite I-group. Let L be a HG- 
lattice in a simple faithful QG-module V with equivariant form B (e.g., 
V= Q(w), B = Tr,(,,,,(xj)), and put 
L;I; = (x E VI B(x, L) E Z}. 
Suppose L is integral, that is, L E Ls. 
Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.a [6, 2.51. The discriminant of L is divisible by 1, 
ProoJ I shall give a proof in the case I’= Q(w); so let B be an integral 
form on Q(o). Let 01=0---o-i and put B’(x, v) := @LXX, v). Since E = -ct, 
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B’ is antisymmetric. It follows that det B’ is a square. But det B’ = 
N o(o&a) det B = 1. det B, so I must divide det B. 1 
(b) Now, the rank of A over Z being J implies, by the 
Diederichsen-Reiner classification of X,-modules, that A is of one of two 
forms: either ZC,-isomorphic to a direct sum of an ideal 2I in Q(o) with 
the trivial module Z (Type I + II) or isomorphic to an indecomposable 
“twisted module” (A, Z) (Type III). It is also known that a ZC,-module is 
projective exactly when it is the sum of modules of Type III (see [S, 4.191). 
LEMMA 1.b. A is projective over ZG. 
ProoJ By [l, V.3.31 it is known there is an equivariant isometry 
Kz QG with respect to trace forms; QG splits as an orthogonal sum 
QG = Q ES Q(w). So if A were of Type I + II one would have an ideal in 
Q(o) carrying a unimodular form, thus contradicting Proposition 1.a 
applied to V= Q(o) and B=Tr,(,&xJ). 1 
Remark. This lemma was first shown using different methods in [l, 
v.5.51. 
(c) By Lemma l.b, A defines a class, denoted (A), in the reduced 
projective classgroup &(ZG) and it is well known that (A) determines A. 
Rim’s theorem [S, Sect. 31 says &(ZG)zCl(Z[o]), the ideal classgroup 
of Z [w], an isomorphism being given by (M) H (&!f), where a := M/J@. 
For a proof of Theorem 1, it thus suffices to show that the Z[o]-ideal A is 
principal. This is done using Proposition 1.c below which is a slightly 
modified version of Ullom’s Theorem 1 in [9]. 
Let me make some remarks before stating it. One canonically associates 
with A its primitive part A, s K which is the largest integral ambiguous 
ideal such that 
A = A,A,, 
where A, is an ideal lifted from Q (possibly fractional). A is free if and only 
if A, is. 
PROPOSITION 1.c [9, Theorem 11. Let B= np P”p (p prime, P over p, 
0 < np < I) be an integral ambiguous ideal in K. Put 
f(B) = n 9=-‘(+), 
PZI 
S some (well determined) ideal in Q(o) dividing p and 
dn,)=C 1+ a ( [np-p-1])~2> 
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1 <a < I- 1, Go E Gal(Q(w)/Q) such that a,(w) = d. Then 
m = (f(B)). 
Here as usual [x] denotes the largest integer not exceeding the real 
number x. 
Remark. Proposition 1.c follows from the proof of Ullom’s theorem 
even in the case K/Q is wildly ramified because then K is still disjoint from 
Q(o) and the ring of integers is free over Z @ Z [w]: so even then 
f(Q) = Z[o] (see [4,2]). The more precise determination of B given in 
[9] is irrelevant here. 
(d) Last step in the proof of Theorem 1: it is enough to show that 
the u(izp) E ZG of Proposition 1.c given by B= A, annihilate Cl(Z[o]). Let 
p # I and P over p in K be fixed. Since p is tamely ramified in K/Q, 
the order of gK,o at P is 1- 1 and thus the order of A at P is 
ord,(A) = - (I- 1)/2. So here np = ord,(A,) = (1+ 1)/2 and I = 
C’ o;l, 2’ being the sum over 16 a < (I - 1)/2. 
It remains to verify 
LEMMA 1.d. C’ a;’ annihilates Cl(Z[o]). 
ProoJ: This is a consequence of the factorisation theorem for Jacobi 
sums J(X,~)EE[~] (see, e.g., [3, Chap. IV, Sect. 41) which states the 
equivalence of ideals 
(J(X, 9)) - @+(x), 
where X= (x, v) E Z* and O(X) E Z Gal(Q(o)/Q) is defined by 
lda<Z--1. The lemma then follows from 8(-l, -l)=Ci@;‘. ! 
2 
Let again A be the square root of the inverse different in the extension 
K/Q of odd prime degree I and let G = Gal(K/Q). In this section Q(n) will 
denote the cyclotomic field of nth roots of unity and f(E) E Z the conductor 
of an abelian field E/Q. 
Here I shall prove: 
THEOREM 2. There is x in A-given explicitly in the proof-such that 
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A E 7G. x and for all g,, g, E G, Tr,,,(g,(x) g,(x)) = 6, t (the Kronecker 
delta). 
That is, A has a normal basis X= {g(x) 1 g E G} which diagonalizes the 
trace form on A. Such a normal basis will be called an ortho-normal basis. 
We will thus get another proof of Theorem 1. 
Notation. Following Ullom I will write 
A = [X] = [Xl, respectively A = [Xl’= [Xl,’ 
to mean A has X= (g(x) 1 gE G} as normal (respectively ortho-normal) 
basis. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will occupy the rest of this section. 
2.1. Reduction to the Case Where Only One Prime Ram$es in K/Q 
Embed K in the smallest cyclotomic field containing it and write f = f(K) 
for the conductor of K, so KE Q(f). I now recall some properties of the 
conductor of a cyclic field of degree 1. 
LEMMA 2.a. Let p be a prime that ramifies in K/Q. 
(i) Ifp # 1, then ord,(f) = 1 and p = 1 mod 1. 
(ii) Ifp=Z, then ord,(f) =2. 
ProoJ By the theory of Dirichlet characters, K corresponds to a 
primitive character x modulo f of order I (see, e.g., [12]). Moreover one 
can suppose f is a power of p by considering the p-primary part of x: f = p’. 
x being of order I implies I divides the order py - ‘(p - 1) of the character 
group modulo f. 
Hence if p # I then p = 1 mod I and x can be lifted from a (primitive) 
character mod p. In case p = I then v z 2 and the lemma follows easily. 1 
By the preceding lemma we see that 
KEN:=L.~Q(~,), 
PI 
where L is the unique field of degree I over Q in Q(Z’) and pi is a tamely 
ramified prime in K/Q. In fact one can say more: 
LEMMA 2.b. Let p # I be any prime dividing f(K). Then K is contained in 
the compositum F= K, K2 of two fields such that: 
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(i) [K, :Q]=Z, [K2:Q]=Zm, m=O or 1. 
(ii) p is the onZy prime factor of f(K,) and p does not divide f(K,). 
(iii) a prime number q#p divides f(K2) only zfit divides f(K). 
Proof By Lemma 2.a p = 1 mod 1, so we can let K, be the field of 
degree 1 contained in Q(p). Let F := K, K, then F/Q is tamely ramified at p 
so the first ramification group attached to any prime p c F over p is trivial: 
G,=G1,,= {l}. IfG,,=G,,d enotes the inertia group of p let Kz := FGo be 
its fixed field. 
Since p ramifies in F/Q we have lGol > 1. Moreover G,, = Gal(F/K,) is 
cyclic since Go/G, is by [7, Chap. 4, Sect. 23. So lGoj d 1 because 
Gal(F/Q) E CI x C,. The lemma now follows from the characterisation of 
ramification fields as in [7]. m 
To conclude the reduction I show that in the situation of Lemma 2.b one 
can “multiply ortho-normal bases.” 
LEMMA 2.~. (i) Let K,, K2 be two disjoint Galois extensions of Q, 
whose discriminants are relatively prime. Put, for i = 1,2, Gi = Ga.l(K,/Q) 
and suppose Aj= [xi]a, is an integral ambiguous ideal of Ki with a normal 
basis. Then xlxz is a normal basis of the product A, A2 c K, K2, that is, 
AIAz= L-xIx&~G~. 
(ii) Let moreover G1 = (o), G2= (7) be cyclic of order I and let 
Kc K, K2 be another cyclic extension of order 1. Then, if A, = [xi]‘, the 
ideal A := A, A, n K satisfies A = [x]’ with x := TrKIKZIX-(XIXZ). 
Proof: (i) (Sketch). [xlxz] E A, A, and the discriminants of the two 
modules coincide; for details see [lo, 1.81. 
(ii) A = [x] is easy; see, e.g., [lo, 1.61. The assertion on the trace 
form follows by computation. Let L = K, K2; we will use the fact that if 
ajcz K, for i= 1,2 then 
Tr,,da~ a21 = Tr,,,,W TrKdatd= 
Let 1 <m < l- 1 be such that ((am, 7)) = Gal(L/K), then y = ((T-~, r) 
generates Gal(K/Q). So 
x = c Fb(X1) Zb(X*) 
b 
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and 
l-TrKIQ(wJ(~)) = TrL,,(wJ(x)) 
Tryo( . . . ) 1 Tr,&x, am(c-b-J)(x,)) 
by the above. 
Finally, 
.Tr Kz/&2~ c+J-b(X,,,) 
m(c-b-j)=0 
c+j-b=O 
and so we are done. 1 
It is now clear that if we prove Theorem 2 in all cases where only one 
prime ramifies in K then we can conclude the proof by induction on the 
number of primes dividing the conductor f(K). 
2.2. Case Where Only p # 1 Ramifies in K/Q 
By Lemma 2.a we know that here Kc Q(p). As in Section 1 one 
considers A,, the primitive part of A. Further let B be the prime dividing p 
in Q(p) and define C as the ideal in Q(p) such that 
c := P’“, where v I=‘+, 
then it is easy to see that Cn K= A,. To get a normal basis for &-and 
hence for A-it suffices to construct one for C and take its trace to K. 
In the next lemma I construct a normal basis for C and show it gives an 
ortho-normal basis for A. Let [ be a primitive pth root of unity and let r 
denote a primitive element modulo p; write m := (p - 1)/2. 
LEMMA 2.d. (i) Define Iz by ,l(r - 1) E 1 mod p. Then-recall v = 
(p+ 1)/2-P”= [z], where 
z = [“a( 1 - [) 
and 
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(ii) Let G E Gal(Q(p)/Q) be the automorphism such that o(c) = i” and, 
with z as in (i), put x = Tr,(,),,(z). Then A := [x/p]‘, i.e., 
Tr,,,W(xN = do, r +p2, 
t = 0, . ..) I - 1. 
ProoJ Part (i) is Proposition l.ll(ii) in [lo], which follows from 
c-@Lq = -[“a (2) 
and g = [ 1 - {I. Indeed letting A4 := [z] we have by (2) that 
M=[“a[l-C]=(l-<)“U[l-51, 
here U is a unit of Q(p), so M = 9”. 
Part (ii) is obtained by computation: 
I-l 
Tr,,o(xo’(x)) = 1 o”{xof(x)} 
ll=O 
=(-l)‘f”pC(-1”) 
‘& i
P-l c, j= 1, .~.) -. 
I 
Notice that rOta runs exactly over a full set of representatives of 
% := (Z/PZ)~ with j and a, so writing 
UC = p”+r’) 
we get the result recalling 
c 
(q= p-l if o,=l 
SE% r -1 otherwise. 1 
2.3. Case Where Only I Ramifies in KJQ 
Here K= L E Q(1’) and A = (t/l) 3, where 3 is the prime dividing 1 in 
X. Let p be a primitive Z*th root of unity. 
LEMMA 2.e. Put T= TrQCIZy&) then 9 = [ I+ TJ and A = [( 1-t T)/1] I. 
Proof. The assertion Y = [ 1 + T] was proved in [ 10, Proposition 2.7-J 
as follows: one shows that ( Tj := TroCrzJ,,(pi)jf(f;l l1-i (pti # 1 a conjugate 
of p) contains the h-basis for C&-the integers of K-given by 
(1, T= To, . . . . TI- 2} and that the index of M := Cl + T] in c?& is 1. The rest 
is done by a computation analogous to that in Lemma 2.d(ii). 1 
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